
Type: 3 speed manual, Manufacturer: Koping Engineering, AB Volvo, Gear ratios: Higher 1st and 2nd gears (VOLVO), Cars that use this transmission: (1998 C70 Cars that use this transmission: (2005 S40 2.4i) (2005 S40 T5) (2005 V50 2.4i) automatic transmission of unknown specifications used in the S70/V70.

He had a 1998 Volvo S70 T5 with 108k on it that his son had rolled for $600. my first rodeo with swapping transmissions, but i am waiting on parts from Volvo. In 1998 Volvo S70 was released in 4 different versions, 1 of which are in a body “Sedan”. 1998 Volvo S70 T5 Turbo 4dr Sedan Transmission, Manual. 1998 Volvo S70 T5 Manual Transmission Paid $900 1998 Volvo S70 Base model NA Paid $1000 1990 Volvo 760 Turbo Paid $300 1989 Volvo 245DL Base. do88 all aluminum performance radiator for Volvo 850 / SVC70 1994-1998. This radiator fits all Turbo models with manual transmission. Built in oil cooler. This throttle cable fits manual transmission vehicles ONLY. This new Genuine Volvo Accelerator Cable- part number 9157600 is designed to meet the exact.

84032015-06-25CARS FOR SALE: VOLVO V70 P80 1998-2000craigtclark (at) its power through a 5speed auto transmission before going to all 4 wheels.

used Volvo S70 cars. Browse 9 cars for sale second hand volvo s70 t5 engine cars, priced from $2300. Photo 1998 Volvo S70 T5 Alachua, FL. Web2Carz.
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